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a b s t r a c t
Exploring the principle and relationship of gene transcriptional regulations (TR) has been becoming a
generally researched issue. So far, two major mathematical methods, ordinary differential equation (ODE)
method and Boolean map (BM) method have been widely used for these purposes. It is commonly
believed that simpliﬁed BMs are reasonable approximations of more realistic ODEs, and both methods
may reveal qualitatively the same essential features though the dynamical details of both systems
may show some differences. In this Letter we exhaustively enumerated all the 3-gene networks and
many autonomous randomly constructed TR networks with more genes by using both the ODE and BM
methods. In comparison we found that both methods provide practically identical results in most of cases
of steady solutions. However, to our great surprise, most of network structures showing periodic cycles
with the BM method possess only stationary states in ODE descriptions. These observations strongly
suggest that many periodic oscillations and other complicated oscillatory states revealed by the BM
rule may be related to the computational errors of variable and time discretizations and rarely have
correspondence in realistic biology transcriptional regulatory circuits.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Since the genomes of many organisms have been sequenced,
the rules of gene expressions have attracted lots of focuses. Exploring the principle and relationship of gene transcriptional regulations has been becoming a generally researched issue. A great
variety of works have been done in this ﬁeld, especially in the recent decade [1–19].
In 2002, U. Alon et al. discovered a kind of over-represented
blocks in biological networks [20] and many other networks explored the similar behaviors [21]. They found that these small
blocks play a very important role in real gene networks and named
them motifs. Since then, biologists have paid much attention to
those simple transcriptional regulatory (TR) circuits, in both theoretical and experimental researches. Scientists make efforts in two
different ways. On one hand, experimentalists search this kind of
small networks in vivo, or manage to synthesize simple TR circuits
in vitro, to acquire speciﬁc functions, such as toggle switches, pe-
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riodic oscillations, etc. [22–25]. Elowitz and Leibler designed and
experimentally constructed an autonomous TR circuit with three
mutually transcriptional repressors showing oscillatory expression
variation [24]. On the other hand, a large number of theoretical
works have also been done to study the intrinsic dynamics of simple TR circuits [26–32].
Up to date, there are two major methods widely applied for
theoretically studying the dynamics of transcriptional regulatory
circuits. In certain experimental situations, the protein concentrations and the reaction rates can be quantiﬁed so that we can
use ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model the TR circuits
[33–37]. However, in most circumstances, the genetic circuits cannot be speciﬁed by ODE because of the lack of necessary data.
So, the Boolean map (BM) is often used as the time and variable discretized version of the ODE method to describe simple
genetic circuits [38–43]. By using these logic rules, some qualitative conclusions are expected to be predictable. It has been generally accepted that the ODE method may more accurately describe
the network dynamics, while the BM method may qualitatively
catch the essences of the ODE dynamics, but may deviate quantitatively from the actual dynamics in some detail. More comprehensive comparisons have been made by a number of papers. In [38]
the authors numerically compared the stationary solutions of both
ODEs and BMs for two mutually regulated genes. They found that
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the steady states of BMs are preserved in the corresponding ODEs
(called regular steady points, RSP) while it is possible that ODEs
may have some stable steady states around switching thresholds
which the corresponding BMs do not have (called singular steady
point, SSP). And similar conclusions have been analytically derived
in [44–46] by the comparisons between BMs and their piecewise
linear ODE versions. However, to our knowledge, no systematical
comparison between these two major methods with certain numeric exhaustive explorations, including nonstationary solutions,
has been made. And there has been no answer to the question of
crucial importance: is it possible that in certain cases the two methods
give essentially different results which are signiﬁcant in biology aspect.
Another question follows if the answer to the ﬁrst question is yes:
when these essential differences occur.
In 2006, Nochomovitz et al. made an exhaustive enumeration
of all autonomous 3-gene and 4-gene circuits using two kinds
of Boolean rules [47]. Several interesting conclusions were drawn
from their work. One of the most important results is that dynamical periodic oscillatory states can be generated from atypically
many networks. However, so far there have been really seldom biological evidences revealing autonomous spontaneous oscillations
in few-gene circuits. The observations in [47] have raised an interesting problem whether these atypically many oscillatory cycles
can really exist in biological regulatory networks, which however
have not yet been discovered in real biological systems, or this is
only a misleading conclusion due to the errors caused by the discretization of the BM method. In [48,49] the authors proposed a
concept of stability analysis of BM cycle solutions, and they found
that imposing stability conditions could greatly reduce the number
of cycle attractors of BM. It is thus necessary to revisit the same
problem by using more accurate and physically meaningful rule,
ordinary differential equations.
In this Letter we exhaustively enumerate all the 3-gene networks by using both the ODE and BM methods. In comparison
we ﬁnd that both methods provide practically identical results in
most of cases of steady solutions. These identities verify that the
simpliﬁed BM rule can correctly describe some essences of TR circuits. However, to our great surprise, most of network structures
showing periodic cycles with the BM method possess only stationary states in ODE description. The reason is that time and variable
discretizations in BM method can introduce oscillations and other
complicated types of motions which do not exist in original continuous systems. We extend the investigations to 4-gene, 5-gene
and more-gene, and get qualitatively the same results.

where xi represents the concentration of the ith protein; act i and
repi are the sums of concentrations of all the nai activators and
nri repressors, respectively, applied to the ith protein. There are
four parameters in Eq. (1). μ is the leakage transcription rate in
the absence of activators and the presence of repressors; K is the
concentration of activator (repressor) for deﬁning the regulation
half-maximal; h stands for the Hill coeﬃcient and γ for the decay
rate. In order to compare fairly with the BM method we ignore
the intrinsic differences between the different genes and set the
parameters homogeneous for the dynamics of all proteins.
A Boolean map discretizing the dynamics of Eq. (1) is also investigated in our work. It can be formalized by the following maps

2. Model and methods

3.1. Fixing the control parameters of ODEs for comparison

We adopt a set of ODEs widely used for describing genetic cisregulation. The ODEs considered AND gate between all repressive
regulations and between repressive and active regulations, and OR
gate between active regulations. This set of equations were used
by some previous biological works [27–29,32,50,51]:

While the dynamics of BMs depends only on initial conditions,
the evolutions of ODEs Eq. (1) depend on both initial conditions
and the four control parameters μ, K , h, γ . Therefore we should
ﬁrstly ﬁx these ODE control parameters for the comparison. We
adopt the principle of maximum similarity. Numerically, for 3-gene
we pick up 100 networks randomly in all the 3284 networks, set
γ = 0.1 (the reason for the choice of this γ value will be discussed in the end of this section) in Eq. (1), which means that
the range of the ODE solutions is between 0 and 10, and then
change the other three parameters in Eq. (1). For different parameter sets, we get solutions of ODEs on all 100 networks, and
coarse-grain the continuous variables of the asymptotic solutions
into the binary values if the solutions are stationary. Namely, if a
solution is greater than 5 we value it by 1, and 0 if the solution
is less than 5. At the same time, we evolve the strong inhibition
BM rule for the same networks. Then we compare the corresponding results by the two methods for eight different initial conditions
of all 100 random networks to check whether the two rules provide the same binary solutions, and count for all parameter sets

dxi

= μ − γ xi + (1 − μ) f i (x),
⎧
Active regulation,
⎨ A i (x)
f i = R i (x)
Repressive regulation,
⎩
A i (x) R i (x) Joint regulation,
dt
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acthi + K h
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⎪
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t +1
si =
N
⎪
⎪
0 j =1 c i j stj = 0 for nai > 0 or nai = nri = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ N
0 j =1 c i j stj < 0,
(i = 1, . . . , N ),

(2)

where sti +1 is the value of the ith gene at time t + 1, which depends on the values of all the connected genes stj at time t. {c i j }
is the connectivity matrix of the network. According to different
rules, c i j can adopt diverse values. If we use strong inhibition rule,
c i j can be 1, −∞, 0, corresponding to activation, repression and no
regulatory reactions, respectively [52]; If we use voting rule [47],
c i j can be 1, −1, 0, corresponding to the same cases. In these rules,
the time scales of decay and regulation are equal to each other.
We compute the dynamics of both ODEs Eq. (1) and BMs Eq. (2)
on few-gene cis-regulatory networks. Auto-regulations are permitted, while external stimuli are excluded (we consider autonomous
network dynamics). We exhaustively enumerate all the 3-node networks topologically nonequivalent. Networks that contain isolated
nodes are also ruled out from our sets. Totally we investigate 3284
non-isomorphic ally connected 3-node conﬁgurations. Our statistics are based on these 3284 conﬁgurations unless speciﬁed otherwise. We extend the investigations also to some other n-node
systems with n > 3 (n = 4, 5, and more). For larger n’s, instead of
exhaustive enumeration we randomly choose certain numbers of
networks and compare the outputs of these systems with the both
methods.
3. Numerical results
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Fig. 1. Identity rate R plotted in μ–K , μ–h and K –h planes, respectively. By ‘identity rate’ we mean the rate of the number of tests providing exactly the same solutions in
ODE and BM rules over the total number of tests (100 networks in our case) randomly chosen for comparison. Parameter range: μ ∈ [0, 1], K ∈ (0, 1], and h ∈ [0, 10].

tested the percentages of the tests with which the two methods
provide completely identical attractors. Here with the BM rule we
deﬁne an “attractor” by any asymptotic state, while with ODE we
deﬁne an attractor by an asymptotic state attracting the trajectories initially in its vicinity. Here pure zero solutions (i.e., in those
solutions all genes take zero protein concentration) are excluded
from our statistics because this state shows no biological activity
and is thus regarded to be trivial. In Fig. 1(a)–(c) we plot the identity rates in μ–K , μ–h and K –h planes, respectively. It is found
that small μ and relatively large h favor to high identity rates. In
particular, we observe that the parameter set (μ = 0.0, K ≈ 0.3,
h ≈ 2.0) yields the largest identity percentage η ≈ 41%. We then
repeat the comparisons for another 100-networks randomly chosen (without overlap with the ﬁrst 100-networks), we got a new
set of maximum identity parameters (μ, K , h) and ﬁnd that this set
is practically the same as the previous set. Therefore, the parameter set (μ = 0.0, K = 0.3, h = 2.0) will be used in the following for
performing the systematical comparison of the two methods. We
ﬁnd that similar parameter values have been used in many previous investigations of practical biological TRs [24,27–29,32].
Finally, we choose the γ = 0.1 for two reasons. On the one
hand, for stationary solutions the comparisons of ODE and BM are
insensitive to the change of γ . On the other hand, periodic solutions of ODEs are rather sensitive to γ . with γ = 1 ODEs have
almost no periodic solution. The number of periodic solutions of
ODE increases as γ decreases, and this number saturates for suﬃciently small γ . Since BMs have atypically many periodic solutions
we choose γ = 0.1 for favoring the consistence between ODE and
BM for periodic solutions.

Table 1
A systematical comparison of numerical results between the BM and ODE descriptions. We scan all the 8 initial conditions in all 3284 networks with BM and ODE
description. The tests producing pure zero solution are excluded. The meanings of
all items are explained in the text. In this table we observe that both the ODE
and BM methods coincide satisfactorily in describing stationary states while deviate
considerable in predicting periodic orbits.
Tests

Rules

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

Nonperd

Perd

8485
16983
8391 (OTN)
7304
87.05%

13263
55
22 (OTP)

Table 2
A frequency statistics of networks and tests with various steady solution attractors.
We count the number of steady networks in the total 3284 networks that contain
the same multiple steady attractors (all pure-zero solution attractors are excluded
from our counting). “OF (OTF)” means the numbers of networks (the number of all
tests from these networks) producing the same numbers of attractors by using both
BM and ODE rule descriptions. “IF (ITF)” means the numbers of networks (tests)
among OF (OTF) possess exactly the same steady attractors with both rules. “RF
(RTF)” is the proportions of IF (ITF) to OF (OTF).
Rules\No. att

1

2

3

4

5

Total

BM
ODE
OF
IF
RIF
OTF
ITF
RTF

648
1800
628
459
73.09%
4020
3483
86.64%

299
550
244
165
67.62%
1675
1521
90.81%

76
100
65
41
63.08%
446
417
93.50%

16
18
16
11
68.75%
108
104
96.30%

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1039
2469
953
676
70.93%
6249
5525
88.41%

3.2. Satisfactory agreement between ODE and BM rules in describing
stationary attractors

In Tables 1 and 2 we make a systematical comparison between
the ODE and BM methods by exhaustively enumerating all 3-gene
networks. In Table 1, all items have the following meanings:
“TN” (“TP”) represents the numbers of tests which have nonzero
steady solutions (periodic solutions) for the given regulatory structures and initial conditions.
“OTN” (“OTP”) represents the numbers of all tests from same
initial conditions with which both ODE and BM rules have steady
(periodic) solutions.
“IOTN” represents the number of all tests from same initial
conditions with which both ODE and BM have identical steady solutions.
“RTN” is the proportion of IOTN to OTN, i.e., RTN = IOTN/OTN.
For asymptotic periodic states of ODE systems, we considered
only the fact whether the both ODE and BM systems produce periodic states from the same initial conditions (OTP), while we did
not specify whether the two algorithms yield “identical periodic
orbits”.

We ﬁnd that almost all of the 3-gene networks have stationary
solutions with the ODE rule (the ratio of stable steady solution is
as high as 99.44%). However, with the BM rule, this ratio is lowed
to 34.2%. Note, in computing these ratios we exclude all pure-zero
solutions. From the view of IOTN, the identical rate (IOTN) is very
high. On the other hand, the absolute majority of periodic motions
revealed by BMs are absent in ODE.
In Table 2 we pick up all the networks which can evolve into
stationary states from all initial conditions with ODE or BM dynamics, and then classify the networks by numbers of attractors.
Here again all pure-zero solutions are excluded from our statistics.
The items in Table 2 have the following meanings.
“OF” means the numbers of networks producing the same numbers of attractors by using both BM and ODE rule descriptions.
“IF” represents all the networks among OF which have identical
steady solutions from all initial conditions with both ODE and BM.
“RIF” is the proportion of IF to OF, i.e., RIF = IF /OF.
“OTF” stands for the numbers of tests (among the OF) having
nonzero steady solutions with both ODE and BM from same initial
conditions.
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“ITF” represents all the tests among OTF which possess exactly
the same solutions with both rules.
“RITF” is the proportion of ITF to OTF, i.e., RITF = ITF /OTF.
From the rates, we ﬁnd again that the predictions of the BM
rule represent the results of the more accurate ODE description
very well in the cases stationary asymptotic states. Therefore we
expect that both ODE and BM methods widely used in the analysis
of biological TR networks can well and equivalently (in the sense
of binary discretization) describe the behaviors of these TR systems
for stationary states.
3.3. Sharp deviation between ODE and BM rules in predicting periodic
oscillations
However, when periodic cycles are considered, the results of
ODE and BM rules become sharply different. With the BM rules
Nochomovitz et al. found atypically many networks providing periodic oscillatory states. By exhaustive searching in the 3284 3-gene
networks we ﬁnd 2001 networks having totally 2263 periodic attractors (some networks have more than one oscillatory attractors).
To our great surprise that by exhaustive searching in the 3284
3-node networks with the ODE rule and homogeneous parameters we ﬁnd only 14 networks having totally 14 periodic attractors
(each such network has only one oscillatory attractor). Then the
characteristic feature of atypically many periodic cycles predicted
by the BM method are not observed in the corresponding more accurate ODE systems, and the mechanisms underlying these serious
and essential deviations should be investigated.
3.4. Comparison of ODE and BM in n-node circuits with n > 3 and
seldomness of periodic cycles and extreme rareness of chaotic motions
in TR circuits
In order to conﬁrm the general applicability of the above conclusions, we also study n-gene circuits with n > 3. We ﬁrst use the
method of Fig. 1 to ﬁx the parameter values of Eq. (1) for the best
matching between the ODE (Eq. (1)) and BM (Eq. (2)) methods, and
ﬁnd that the parameter set used in Tables 1 and 2 are also suitable
for n > 3.
With n > 3 the number of topologically distinctive networks
become huge. For n = 4, 5 and 10, instead of exhaustive searching for each n we make large numbers of tests for 4-node, 5-node
and 10-node with different topologically distinctive networks. The
networks are such randomly chosen that any given node A can
receive from any node B (B may be another node or node A itself) a positive or negative interaction, or no interaction all with
1/3 probability. We show in Table 3 the results of such 5000
4-node, 5000 5-node, and 1000 10-node tests having only stationary states with BMs Eq. (2), while show in Table 4 the other results
of same numbers of tests having at least one periodic cycles with
BM dynamics. We then numerically compute the ODEs Eq. (1) for
all these networks and compare the asymptotic solutions of ODEs
(in binary discretization) with those obtained by the BM rule. The
comparisons are given in Tables 3 and 4. In all cases of 4, 5 and
10 nodes we observe: when BMs contain only steady solutions
the overlap and identical rates between the two methods are high
(about 88.17% for 4-node networks, 90.18% for 5-node networks
and 84.84% for 10-node networks). Even in cases of that BMs show
periodic motions with certain initial conditions (Table 4), ODE and
BM have still rather large rates for the identical steady attractors.
All these observations are similar to those of 3-node systems.
From Tables 1 and 4, it is clear that for most of periodically oscillatory BM networks the ODE method show only stable stationary
solutions. Another interesting observation for n  3 is extreme seldomness of chaotic states. It is well known that nonlinear ODEs
with dimension n  3 may easily show chaotic motions. How-

Table 3
A statistics in 5000 randomly-chosen 4-node, 5-node and 1000 randomly-chosen
10-node networks which possess only steady attractors with the BM rule. For each
network we test all 16 sets of initial conditions for n = 4 and 16 different sets of
initial conditions randomly chosen for n = 5, 10. All the parameter values and the
meanings of all items are the same as those in Table 1.
Node

Rules

Tests
Nonperd

Perd

4

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

65803
70915
64220 (OTN)
56624
88.17%

0
269
0 (OTP)

5

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

65478
70910
63481 (OTN)
57244
90.18%

0
435
0 (OTP)

10

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

11502
13590
10950 (OTN)
9290
84.84%

0
164
0 (OTP)

Table 4
A statistics in 5000 randomly-chosen 4-node, 5-node and 1000 randomly-chosen
10-node networks which possess at least one periodic attractors with the BM rule.
The same as Table 3 with networks having at least one periodic attractors with the
BM rule. All items have the same meanings as Table 1.
Rules

Tests
Nonperd

Perd

4

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

8289
52881
8119 (OTN)
7327
90.25%

64945
437
274 (OTP)

5

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

8346
56597
8163 (OTN)
7252
88.84%

63405
557
407 (OTP)

10

BM
ODE
Overlap
IOTN
RTN

1018
11627
959 (OTN)
803
83.73%

11362
168
104 (OTP)

Node

ever, we found surprisingly that chaotic attractors are extremely
seldom in such typically nonlinear and high-dimensional TR systems. Speciﬁcally, we have tested a huge number of TR circuits
for n  3 in wide biologically accepted regions, with both homogeneous and inhomogeneous parameter distributions. We found no
chaos in over million of tests for n = 3, 4, and found three tests
of chaos among 2 × 105 tests for n > 5. In Refs. [53–55] authors
studied chaotic behaviors of TR circuits. In particular, chaotic motion was observed for TR circuits with piecewise linear dynamics.
More detailed investigation on chaotic behavior will be our future
works.
Nevertheless, from the above investigations we can conclude
that with the ODE rule periodic and chaotic oscillations are not
frequent in autonomous biological regulatory circuits. This conclusion is sharply different from the results revealed by the BM rule
which explores atypically many periodic motions [47]. However,
it agrees with the biological observations that biological circuits
often possess stable stationary states. Periodic and chaotic oscillations in few-node autonomous circuits have been found very
seldom [24,56], and most of oscillatory cycles in TR networks are
caused by external periodic stimuli [32,43,57,58].
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4. Mechanism underlying the differences between ODE and BM
rules
In the ﬁeld of nonlinear dynamics it has been known that various discretizations may cause some complex dynamics such as
oscillations and chaos which do not exist in the original continuous systems. And these false oscillations are found indeed in our
case when the ODE dynamics is transformed to the BM dynamics
by the variable and time discretizations. It has still not been well
understood why in n-node nonlinear regulatory ODEs sustained oscillations are so rare. Here we can only demonstrate intuitively the
differences between the ODE and BM rules when periodic oscillations are involved. In Figs. 2 and 3 we compare the evolutions of
two 3-gene TR circuits with both ODE and BM dynamics. In both
networks initial conditions are chosen in one of the Boolean states.
From the networks we observe that all the tendencies of ODE
and BM dynamics are identical when the trajectories start from
the initial states. In case of stable steady solutions these identical tendencies result in identical asymptotic states of the two rules
(Fig. 2(b)). However, when the BM rule shows periodic solutions, a
basin of steady solution of ODE (black square) is in the middle-way
of the oscillation path of the BM state. By the approximation of
variables and time discretizations the BM rule simply jumps over
this middle-way attracting basin, and replace the steady state of
ODE by periodic oscillation of BM R → S → P → R as shown in
Fig. 3(b).
Now it is interesting to compare our exhaustive numerical results with some previous theoretical and numerical analysis. Let
us take 3-node tests as examples. First, we found that for most of
BM steady states we obtain discretizely equivalent ODE states with
identical initial conditions. These observations support the conclusion in [38,44,45] about regular steady points (RSPs). We guess
that some very small portions of deviations of RSPs may be due to
the ﬁxed control parameters of ODEs. Second, for all N p = 13263
BM periodic tests we studied the exhaustively stability of the orbits by applying the method suggested in [48], we found that the
orbits of 6199 tests are unstable. These observations are consistent
with the conclusion that less than half of cycles of BMs may be not
actual attractors of the circuits. By applying the method suggested
in [49], we found further that more than 3500 tests periodic states
of BMs could lead to stationary states with asynchronous update
algorithms, among which about 1500 these tests of new stationary
solutions are identical steady solution of ODEs from same initial
values. Finally, we took few examples, when BMs show periodic
orbits, to study the possible singular steady point (SSP) of BMs,
and we found that in some of these examples the BM systems
contain SSPs which are identical to the corresponding steady attractive states of ODEs. In particular, in case of Fig. 3, the periodic
orbit of BM circuit is unstable, and then the BM system has indeed
a SSP which is the same as the steady state of the corresponding
ODE shown in Fig. 3(b).
However, there are also a few converse results. The BM rule
shows steady solutions while the ODE rule shows periodic solutions. In Fig. 4, we demonstrate this case. All of the initial
states evolve into the same steady states O (0, 0, 0), S (0, 0, 1) or
P (1, 0, 0) by both ODE and BM rules, except the initial value
N (1, 1, 1) and Q (1, 1, 0). By the BM rule N evolves into state O ,
and Q evolves into state S. However, with the ODE rule the system evolves into a periodic solution instead of the pure zero state
O because there is an unstable focus near this O state (with the
variable discretization the BM rule does not feel the difference between stable and unstable focuses).
It is interesting to extend our investigation to the general problem of oscillatory behaviors of the cis-regulation of Eq. (1). We
had made exhaustive investigations of 3-node ODE systems in
all 3284 networks with different homogeneous control parame-

Fig. 2. Intuitive illustration on ODE and BM dynamics possessing exactly the same
attractors. (a) The diagram of the transcriptional regulatory circuit for the comparison. The green solid lines present activation and red dotted lines for repression.
Arrows indicate the directions of regulations. (b) Trajectories of ODE and BM from
eight different initial conditions shown in the phase space. The dotted line is the
orbits of ODE dynamics, and the arrows mark the directions of BM dynamics at
the starting points. We can see that trajectories of ODE and BM from all initial
conditions approach the same steady state R (0, 1, 0) practically along the tangent
directions indicated by arrows. For BMs: O → P → M → R → R; S → Q → M →
R → R; N → M → R → R; M → R → R. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 2 with another network investigated to intuitively illustrate
why a ODE circuit possesses a steady state while the BM dynamics shows a periodic
cycle. (a) The diagram of the transcriptional regulatory circuit for the comparison.
(b) The BM trajectories evolve to a periodic asymptotic orbit R → S → P → R → · · ·
as: O → P → R → S → P → R → · · ·; M → S → P → R → S → P → R → · · ·;
T → R → S → P → R → · · ·; Q → R → S → P → R → · · ·; N → R → S → P →
R → · · · . The ODE trajectories asymptotically approach a steady state S (0, 0, 1) in
binary representation. Note, the tendencies of ODE and Boolean dynamics are the
same in their common initial conditions. However, the orbits of ODE go asymptotically to the attractor denoted by the black square due to some basins of attraction
in the middle way. In contrast, with the BM dynamics all the trajectories evolve to
a periodic orbit R → S → P → R which just jumps over the steady state of the ODE
system due to time and variable discretizations.

Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 2 with a third network investigated to intuitively illustrate why an ODE circuit shows a periodic cycle while the BM dynamics possesses
a steady state. (a) The diagram of the transcriptional regulatory circuit for the comparison. (b) The BM trajectories approach the steady state O (0, 0, 0), S (0, 0, 1) or
P (1, 0, 0) from different initial values. T → P ; N → O ; Q → R → M → S. In contrast, with the ODE dynamics, two of the trajectories approach the same steady state
S (0, 0, 1), one of the trajectories approaches the steady state P (1, 0, 0), but the initial value N (1, 1, 1) and Q (1, 1, 0) evolves to a periodic cycle. By the linear stability
analysis, there is an unstable focus near O (0, 0, 0), and this is the reason (instability
of the steady solution) why generic initial conditions will robustly evolve into periodic states by ODE rule while BM does not feel the difference of stable or unstable
focuses and shows steady state.
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ing for the external stimuli to perform various ordered biological
rhythm, including oscillatory cycles.
Acknowledgements

Fig. 5. Periodic motion of a circuit of three genes with successive repressing actions.
(a) The diagram of a regulatory 3-gene successive repressive circuit that has periodic
oscillatory solution by using ODE rule. (b) The asymptotic periodic evolution of the
circuit A at μ = 0.0, K = 0.3, h = 5.0, γ = 0.1.

ters randomly chosen (uniform probability density in the ranges
μ ∈ [0.0, 1.0], K ∈ [0.1, 1.0], and h ∈ [1, 10]). Totally, we performed
tests of 3284 networks × 10 parameter sets × 8 initial conditions,
and found no any chaos and found less than 0.5% tests producing oscillatory cycles, one of which is a circuit of three proteins
with successive repressing interactions shown in Fig. 5(a). And the
corresponding asymptotic oscillatory evolutions of the three nodes
are presented in Fig. 5(b). The circuit Fig. 5(a) was experimentally realized in [24] where biological oscillation of the 3-node
autonomous circuit was observed indeed for the ﬁrst time. We
have also tested a large number of n-node systems for n = 4, 5,
10, 20 and other larger n also with homogeneous control parameters randomly chosen. We found that the cases of periodic
oscillation increases as n increases, but the ratios of the numbers of oscillatory solutions over the total tests are still very
low.
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